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Abstract Using two cationic methacrylate polymers:

poly([2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl] trimethyl ammonium

iodide) (PDMQ) and poly[(stearyl methacrylate)-

stat-([2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl] trimethyl ammonium

iodide)] (PSMA13Q), we modified microfibrillated

cellulose (MFC) water suspensions. The aim was to

affect the flocculation and rheological behavior of the

MFC suspension. PDMQ is a strongly cationic polymer

while PSMA13Q, also a cationic polymer, contains

hydrophobic segments. We studied the MFC/polymer

suspension rheological properties with a rotational

rheometer in oscillatory and flow measurements. To

observe structural changes in suspensions at different

shear rates, we measured flow curves with transparent

outer geometry and photographed the sample with a

digital camera. The oscillatory measurements showed

that a small amount of the cationic PDMQ in the MFC

suspension strengthened the gel, whereas a small

amount of amphiphilic PSMA13Q weakened it.

Increased amounts of either polymer increased the gel

strength. PSMA13Q also changed the rheological

character of the MFC suspension turning it more fluid-

like. When we photographed the flow curve measure-

ment, we saw a clear change in the floc structure. This

floc structure rupture coincided with a transient region

in the flow curve.

Keywords Amphiphilic polymer � Fiber

suspension � Floc � Microfibrillated cellulose �
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Introduction

Microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) is a nanomaterial

with unique, interesting properties. It can be used as a

thickener and dispersing agent (Turbak et al. 1983),

reinforcing material in nanocomposites (Nakagaito

and Yano 2004; Nakagaito and Yano 2005), or for

strengthening paper products (Taipale et al. 2010).

MFC is commonly made from wood pulp (Turbak

et al. 1983; Herrick et al. 1983; Pääkkö et al. 2007;

Saito et al. 2006), though other resources, like sugar

beet pulp (Dinand et al. 1996; Lowys et al. 2001;

Goussé et al. 2004; Agoda-Tandjawa et al. 2010) or

potato pulp (Dufresne et al. 2000) exist. Originally,

Turbak et al. (1983) and Herrick et al. (1983)

manufactured MFC solely by high shearing forces,

but today, mild enzymatic hydrolysis (Pääkkö et al.

2007) or oxidation (Saito et al. 2006) are occasionally

used prior to mechanical treatment. Resulting fibrils

have a high aspect ratio and diameter varying between

5 and 100 nm depending on the raw materials (Saito

et al. 2006; Iwamoto et al. 2008) and the manufactur-

ing procedure (Saito et al. 2007; Abe et al. 2007).
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MFC forms an entangled and disordered network

consisting of fibrils obtained by mechanical disinte-

gration of wood fibers (Pääkkö et al. 2007). Due to

the strong interfibrillar forces, MFC forms a gel in

water suspension even at a low (0.125%) concen-

tration (Pääkkö et al. 2007). The network structure

results in high viscosity at low shear rates and a

pronounced shear thinning behavior with increasing

shear rates (Pääkkö et al. 2007; Dinand et al. 1996;

Agoda-Tandjawa et al. 2010; Iotti et al. 2011). This

makes MFC an excellent thickener and dispersing

agent (Turbak et al. 1983). At rest, the MFC

network consists of sintered flocs that separate under

flow. The separation of flocs and the following

structural changes have been widely studied for pulp

suspension (Wågberg and Nordqvist 1999; Björk-

man 2003a; Björkman 2003b; Chen et al. 2002;

Beghello 1998) but not yet for MFC which has

higher aspect ratio than macroscopic cellulose fibers.

In pulp suspensions, the prevailing floc structure and

size are dependent on shear rate and flow type. The

floc structure in turn affects to the rheological

properties of the suspension (Björkman 2006;

Swerin 1998). Furthermore, flocculation can be

affected by adding polyelectrolytes (Wågberg and

Nordqvist 1999) or salts (Beghello 1998; Ono et al.

2004) to fiber suspensions or adjusting pH (Beghello

1998). Rheological properties like viscosity at

different shear rates and flocculation are essential

information for both the processing of MFC and its

applications.

Different polymers have been mixed with MFC/

water suspension to affect the rheological properties of

the suspensions (Lowys et al. 2001; Vesterinen et al.

2010a; Vesterinen and Seppälä 2008) or to the

aggregation of the fibers (Myllytie et al. 2009), but

the results have not been combined. Our group

(Vesterinen et al. 2010a) studied the addition of

carboxymethylcellulose, cationic polyacrylamide, and

cationic starch to MFC suspensions. Carboxymethyl-

cellulose made the suspension less gel-like and

reduced the shear thinning, whereas cationic poly-

acrylamide and starch strengthened the gel and

preserved its shear thinning behavior. Using an optical

microscope, Myllytie et al. (2009) observed that

carboxymethylcellulose dispersed MFC fibers,

whereas high molecular weight, low charged cationic

starch, and especially polyacrylamide aggregated the

fibers.

Applications of MFC may need modification of

MFC’s properties. For example, the use of MFC as a

paper strength agent requires cationic polyelectrolyte

as a fixative (Taipale et al. 2010). On the other hand,

the very hydrophilic nature of MFC can hinder its

use as reinforcing material in less hydrophilic

matrices. We focus on the effect of the cationic

polymethacrylates on the MFC/water suspension

rheology. Two kinds of polymethacrylates have

been studied: cationic poly([2-(methacryloyl-

oxy)ethyl] trimethyl ammonium iodide) (PDMQ)

and amphiphilic, cationic statistical copolymer of

2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl trimethyl ammonium

iodide and stearyl methacrylate (PSMA13Q). PDMQ

and its copolymers adsorb on negative charged silica

surfaces or paper sheets by electrostatic adsorption

from water solution (Nurmi et al. 2009; Österberg

2000). Thus, PSMA13Q is expected to adsorb on

MFC fibers and to introduce hydrophobic segments

on the fibers. PSMA13Q forms associated structures

in water solution and therefore it is assumed to affect

the fiber–fiber interactions in MFC suspensions, thus

changing the fiber flocculation behavior. These

modifications could generate MFC easier to store

and handle, making it readily available for practical

applications needing charged or hydrophobic

surface.

Experimental

Materials

Microfibrillated cellulose was obtained from UPM-

Kymmene Corporation. It was prepared from never

dried birch pulp by mechanical disintegration. First,

the pulp was passed once through a Voith refiner

(Voith AG, Heidenheim, Germany) and then seven

times through Fluidizer M7115 (Microfluidics Corp.,

Newton, MA, USA). The first pass was through a

chamber with a diameter of 500 lm at pressure

300 bar, the second through two serially connected

Z-shaped chambers with diameters of 500 and

200 lm, and the rest through chambers with diam-

eters of 500 and 100 lm at pressure 1,850 bar. The

final solid content of the water suspension was 1.6

wt%, and the fibers contained about 25 wt% xylan.

Corresponding material has earlier been shown to

consist of fibrils that have diameters visibly less than
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50 nm, but with thicker fibril aggregates (Littunen

et al. 2011).

The polymers used were cationized poly([2-(meth-

acryloyloxy)ethyl] trimethyl ammonium iodide)

(PDMQ) and cationized statistical copolymer of

2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl trimethyl ammonium

iodide (METAI) and stearyl methacrylate (SMA)

(PSMA13Q). Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the

monomers. The synthesis of prepolymer was per-

formed in bulk phase with radical polymerization and

cationic groups were obtained by postmodification.

A detailed description of the synthesis and polymer

characterization, including rheological characteriza-

tion of the polymers, is reported elsewhere (Vesterinen

et al. 2010b). Table 1 presents the molar masses and

zero shear rate viscosities of the polymers in 1% water

solution.

Preparation of suspensions

The polymers were dissolved in distilled water to

desired concentrations. PSMA13Q needed heating to

60 �C. The MFC suspension was diluted from 1.6 wt%

to 1 wt%, and then the polymer solution and MFC

suspension were mixed. The concentration of MFC

was 0.5 wt% and polymer concentrations were 0.25,

0.5, 1, 2, or 4 wt%. The suspensions were mixed with a

magnetic stirrer for 45 min.

Rheological measurements

Viscoelastic properties of the suspensions were mea-

sured with a stress controlled rotational rheometer AR

G2 (TA Instruments) using bob and cup geometry

(ISO 3219/DIN 53 019) with a peltier element tem-

perature control. The gap between the concentric

cylinders was 0.5 mm. Drying was prevented with a

cover during the measurement. Before measuring, the

samples were allowed to rest 15 min in the geometry.

Each sample was measured with a strain sweep,

frequency sweep, and steady state flow. In the strain

sweep, the strain was from 0.1 to 1,000% at an angular

frequency 1.0 rad/s. After this, the samples were

allowed to rest for 30 min. Next, a frequency sweep

was done at 0.2% strain, in the linear viscoelastic

region, varying angular frequency from 300 to

0.05 rad/s. Before the steady state flow, the sample

was kept for 5 min at rest. Steady state flow was

measured by raising the shear rate from 0.002 to

1,000 1/s. Percentage tolerance for the steady state

was 5% and maximum point time 1 min, if the steady

state was not reached. Measurements were carried out

at 23 �C.

Apparent yield stresses were determined from the

flow curve at shear rates 20–502.4 1/s using the

Herschel-Bulkley calculation (Herschel and Bulkley

1926; Barnes 1999) which has been used earlier for

pulp fiber suspensions (Derakhshandeh et al. 2010)

and MFC suspensions (Lowys et al. 2001). The

Herschel-Bulkley equation is presented below:

s ¼ s0 þ kð _cÞn ð1Þ

where s is shear stress, s0 is apparent yield stress, k

consistency, _c shear rate, and n is fluid behavior index.

Some suspensions were measured with a transpar-

ent outer geometry in order to photograph the changes

Fig. 1 Chemical structures of the polymer repeating units.

a cationized 2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl trimethyl ammonium

iodide (METAI) and b stearyl methacrylate (SMA)

Table 1 Composition of the polymers (Vesterinen et al.

2010b)

Polymer Mole

percentage

of SMA

(%)

Mole

percentage

of METAI

(%)

Mn
a

(g/mol)

g0
b at 1%

in water

(mPas)

PDMQ 0 100 62,600 2.2

PSMA13Q 13 87 50,600 2.3

a Number average molar mass of the non-cationized polymer
b Zero shear rate viscosity
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in the suspension structure during the steady state flow

measurements. The measuring conditions were the

same as above, but the standard metal cup of the

rheometer was replaced with a tailor-made polymeth-

ylmethacrylate (PMMA) cup of the same dimensions.

The cup was located into a transparent water container

to prevent reflections. The photographs were taken

with Nikon D90 (Nikon Corporation, Japan) camera

controlled by NKRemote software (Breeze Systems

Limited, UK).

Results and discussion

Effect of polymers to gel-character and gel

strength

The frequency sweeps illustrate the gel-character of

MFC suspensions, and how the two polyelectrolytes

affect storage and loss modulus (G0 and G00) of the

MFC suspension. Figure 2 presents the frequency

sweeps of pure MFC and MFC suspension with

addition of 0.5 or 4% of PDMQ or PSMA13Q. Pure

MFC suspension (0.5 wt%) had a higher storage

modulus than loss modulus, and the moduli were

roughly independent of the angular frequency

(Fig. 2a) indicating that the suspension was gel-like.

MFC’s gel-like nature is well established in the

literature (Pääkkö et al. 2007; Dinand et al. 1996;

Lowys et al. 2001; Agoda-Tandjawa et al. 2010). An

addition of cationic PDMQ to the MFC suspension did

not affect the slopes of the moduli (Fig. 2b and c),

whereas the amphiphilic, cationic PSMA13Q

increased especially the slope of the loss modulus.

The effect was already visible at a 0.5% addition of

PSMA13Q, but was more pronounced when 4%

amphiphilic polymer was added (Fig. 2d, e). This

means that the gel-character of the suspension

remained unchanged with the addition of the cationic

polymer, whereas the suspension became more fluid-

like with amphiphilic polymer addition.

Even at the lower concentration (0.5 wt% PDMQ),

the cationic PDMQ increased the storage and loss

modulus (Fig. 2b). This is in agreement with our

earlier results (Vesterinen et al. 2010a), which showed

that cationic polyelectrolytes strengthened MFC sus-

pension while maintaining gel-like behavior. By

contrast, the amphiphilic cationic PSMA13Q

decreased the storage and loss modulus at a

concentration of 0.5 wt% (Fig. 2d) but increased them

at a concentration of 4 wt% PSMA13Q (Fig. 2e).

Finally, PDMQ resulted in a higher storage modulus

than PSMA13Q when the concentration of the poly-

electrolyte was 4 wt%.

Figure 3 shows the storage modulus measured in

the strain sweep. All the suspensions contained 0.5

wt% MFC and different amounts of PDMQ or

PSMA13Q. The same trend observed in the frequency

sweeps is seen here: the cationic PDMQ increased the

storage modulus of MFC at both concentrations, while

0.5 wt% PSMA13Q decreased the storage modulus but

4% PSMA13Q increased it.

The storage modulus of the suspension measured in

strain sweep increased with the addition of 0.5 wt%

PDMQ to twice of the storage modulus of pure MFC

suspension. The 0.5 wt% PDMQ is such a small

amount that it hardly affects the properties of

suspending medium. Thus, the change in the storage

modulus of the gel is assumed to be due to a change on

the MFC fiber surfaces and interactions between them.

MFC has a slightly negative surface (Pääkkö et al.

2007), and as a cationic polymer, PDMQ adsorbs on

negative surfaces and it is supposed to have also

nonelectrostatic interactions with cellulose surface

(Österberg 2000). The conformation of the adsorbed

polymer is most likely flat, since PDMQ’s charge

density is high and it is in extended conformation in

water (Nurmi et al. 2009; Vesterinen et al. 2010b).

Therefore, it is assumed that PDMQ had a good

coverage on the fiber surface and it changed the

surface of the fibers positive (illustrated in Fig. 4a).

Increasing surface charge has been observed to hinder

aggregation of cellulose microcrystals (Araki et al.

1998). 4 wt% PDMQ increased the storage modulus

even more. The higher concentration may have

increased the adsorption of PDMQ on the fibers

producing a more positive charged surface (illustrated

in Fig. 4b) and simultaneously the entangled fibrils

still held the network together, leading to a strong gel.

In addition to the effect on the electrostatic forces,

polyelectrolytes can form bridges between cellulose

surfaces (Salmi et al. 2007), thus affecting the fiber–

fiber interactions. However, the bridging was not

expected to play a significant role in these suspensions,

since the molecular weights of the polymers were low.

In contrast to PDMQ, a small amount of PSMA13Q

(0.5 wt%) decreased the storage modulus compared to

pure MFC. PSMA13Q probably adsorbed on the fibers
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as a more aggregated, less flat conformation, because

the stearyl segments are not soluble in water and have

no adhesion to the fibers (Nurmi et al. 2009).

PSMA13Q also introduced hydrophobic segments on

the surface. Figure 4c presents a schematic illustration

of this. One reason for the lower storage modulus

could be that the surface coverage of the positive

charge was lower, which resulted in a partial screening

of the negative charges. This allowed the negative and

positive fiber surfaces to attach to each other which

can induce aggregation of the fibers. Alternatively, the

tendency of PSMA13Q to form intra and inter

molecular associations (Vesterinen et al. 2010b)

through the hydrophobic stearyl segments may have

enhanced the aggregation. With a notably higher

concentration of 4 wt%, PSMA13Q increased the

storage modulus compared to pure MFC, but the

increase was lower with PSMA13Q than with PDMQ.

4% PSMA13Q was probably able to turn the surface of

the fibers positive, similarly to PDMQ, though hydro-

phobic segments can still cause some aggregation of

the fibers (illustrated in Fig. 4d). However, since MFC

is a very heterogeneous material, further research

Fig. 2 G0 (empty circles) and G00 (filled circles) as a function of angular frequency for MFC/polymer suspensions. a Pure MFC 0.5%,

b 0.5% MFC ? 0.5% PDMQ, c 0.5% MFC ? 4.0% PDMQ, d 0.5% MFC ? 0.5% PSMA13Q, and e 0.5% MFC ? 4.0% PSMA13Q

Fig. 3 Storage modulus G0 as a function of strain for different

polymer concentrations with MFC suspensions at 0.5 wt%

concentration
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would be required to reveal the mechanism that causes

the changes in the gel strength with PDMQ or

PSMA13Q addition.

Effect of polymer to flocculation and flow curve

The MFC suspension structure changes when it is

sheared with increasing shear rate (Björkman 2003a).

At rest, the fibrils form a flocculated network that

ruptures first to chain-like floc formations at low shear

rates and then to individual flocs at higher shear rates.

We expected this behavior to change further with

polyelectrolyte addition. To follow the changes, we

measured flow curves for all the suspensions with a

common metal bob and cup geometry and with a

transparent PMMA cup connected to a digital camera

for selected suspensions. We were thus able to link the

MFC structure to the rheological data. The results with

normal metal measuring geometry are presented first.

Then, we connect the details in the flow curve to the

photographs taken during the measurement with

transparent geometry.

Figures 5 and 6 present the steady state flow curves

of the suspensions. MFC showed strongly shear-

thinning behavior, as reported in the literature (Pääkkö

et al. 2007; Dinand et al. 1996; Lowys et al. 2001;

Agoda-Tandjawa et al. 2010; Iotti et al. 2011).

A Newtonian plateau was not visible at measured

low shear rates, and zero shear rate viscosity cannot be

defined for the suspension. Between the regions of

exponential shear thinning, an irregular region is seen

at shear rates 2–20 1/s. Several studies show a similar

behavior: see e.g. Agoda-Tandjawa et al. (2010), Iotti

et al. (2011) and Chen et al. (2002). Earlier, it has been

connected to structure changes in pulp suspensions

(Chen et al. 2002).

Adding the cationic PDMQ to the MFC suspension

increased the flow viscosity, while the flow curve

shape remained roughly the same (Fig. 5). The

transition between the exponential shear thinning

regions, however, started at lower shear rates with

the addition of PDMQ. An increased PDMQ concen-

tration retained the position of the transition region at

the same shear rate. Accordingly, PDMQ did not

affect the fundamental rheological nature of the MFC

suspension. The positive polymer strengthened the gel

at the small strain (Fig. 3), but when the suspension

starts to flow, PDMQ does not significantly affect the

viscosity after the initial increase.

The addition of amphiphilic PSMA13Q also

increased the viscosity of the MFC suspension, but

unlike PDMQ, it drastically altered the flow curve

shape (Fig. 6). The position of the transition region

moved towards lower shear rates with increasing

PSMA13Q concentration. The amphiphilic character

of PSMA13Q increased the flow viscosity, which

Fig. 4 A schematic illustration of the presumed effects of the

two polyelectrolytes in two concentrations on the MFC fibers

(thinner line = cationic segments, bolder line = hydrophobic

segments). a 0.5 wt% of PDMQ adsorbed on the MFC fibers

inducing slightly positive fiber surface. b 4 wt% of PDMQ

converted the surface clearly positive. c 0.5 wt% amphiphilic

PSMA13Q adsorbed in aggregated conformation on the fibers,

thus the surface coverage of the polymer is lower. d 4 wt%

PSMA13Q covered the fibers with a positive charge, but also

introduced hydrophobic segments on the fibers

Fig. 5 Flow curve as a function of shear rate for MFC

suspension at a concentration of 0.5 wt% and with addition of

0–4 wt% PDMQ
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could be due to the tendency of the polymer to

intermolecular association. PSMA13Q was earlier

found to form inter and intra molecular associations

in water solution at concentrations higher than 0.8

wt% (Vesterinen et al. 2010b).

The photos in the Fig. 7 indicate that the transition

region observed in the flow curve is related to the

changes in the floc structure of the suspensions.

Figure 7a–c show the structure of the pure MFC

suspension at various shear rates, and Fig. 7d–f show

MFC suspensions with the addition of 0.5 wt% of

PSMA13Q at various shear rates. Figure 7a and d are

taken at the first linear region of the flow curve (see

Fig. 6), and the suspension appears relatively homo-

geneous. This is a consequence of the fiber network

retaining an intact constitution from the previous shear

interval.

Figure 7b is of the flow curve transition region, and

it shows how the structure of the flocculated MFC

network breaks up. This demonstrates that the transi-

tion between the two linear regions in the flow curve

arises from a visible structural change in the suspen-

sion. The same change is seen in Fig. 7e which is of

Fig. 6 Flow curve as a function of shear rate for MFC

suspension at a concentration of 0.5 wt% and with addition of

0–4 wt% PSMA13Q. The letters a–f refers to the photos in

Fig. 7

Fig. 7 Photographs of MFC suspensions without and with

PSMA13Q during the flow curve measurement. Pure MFC

suspension (0.5 wt%) at shear rate a 0.08 1/s, uniform network

of small flocs; b 5 1/s, break-up of the network; and c 32 1/s,

flow of individual, small flocs. MFC suspension (0.5 wt%) with

PSMA13Q (0.5 wt%) at shear rate d 0.08 1/s, uniform network

of small flocs; e 1.3 1/s, break-up of the network (lower shear

rate than above); and f 32 1/s, flow of individual, small flocs

Cellulose (2011) 18:1381–1390 1387
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the transition region of the flow curve for MFC

suspensions with PSMA13Q addition. The transition

region occurred at lower shear rates with the addition

of PSMA13Q, and is again related to the change in the

floc structure. The amphiphilic polymer induced the

earlier break up of the even floc network, probably

caused by the hydrophobic segments on the fibers. In

Fig. 7c and f, taken at the second linear region of the

flow curves where the fibrils flow in individual small

flocs, the structure again appears quite uniformed.

Apparent yield stress

For flow property comparison of different suspen-

sions, we used the Herschel-Bulkley equation to

obtain apparent yield stress. The Herschel-Bulkley

equation does not describe the transition in the

middle of the flow curve, and therefore we only

analyzed the shear rates higher than the transition,

those between 20 and 502.4 1/s. In that region, the

suspension is certainly at the state that it flows. The

validity of the yield stress concept has been under

debate (Barnes 1999; Derakhshandeh et al. 2010;

Masalova et al. 2008). We agree that the obtained

value is dependent on determination method and

therefore comparable rather than absolute material

characteristic. It may be a useful measure, however,

given that it sensitively reflects changes resulting

from added polyelectrolytes.

Figure 8 illustrates the fitting of the Herschel-

Bulkley equation for three different suspensions and

indicates that it is a good mathematical description of

the suspensions within the plotted shear rates. A

similar fitting was gained with all concentrations.

Figure 9 shows the apparent yield stress by Her-

schel-Bulkley equation as a function of polyelectro-

lyte concentration. Even at low concentrations, the

cationic PDMQ raised the yield stress. At PDMQ

concentrations of 0.5–2 wt%, the yield stress was

roughly constant, and notably higher at a polymer

concentration of 4 wt%. This indicates that the

cationic polyelectrolyte increased the stress needed

to break the coherent network in the gel. Higher

concentrations probably increased the adsorbed

amount of the cationic polyelectrolyte on the fiber,

leading to a stronger gel. In contrast, amphiphilic

PSMA13Q decreased the yield stress of MFC suspen-

sion at low concentrations of polymer (0.25–1 wt%).

Hydrophobic parts on the fibers may have induced the

break of the network at a lower stress. At higher

concentrations, compared to pure MFC, amphiphilic

PSMA13Q strengthened the suspension probably due

to increased interfibrillar repulsion by the positive

charge of the METAI segments on the fibers. The

results are in good accordance with the gel strength

measured in the strain sweep (Fig. 3).

Conclusions

We studied the effects of two cationic polyelectrolytes

on the rheological behavior of MFC suspension at rest

in oscillatory measurements and under shear flow

conditions in flow measurements. In addition, we

Fig. 8 Herschel-Bulkley model (s = s0 ? k _cð Þn) fitted to a

flow curve of MFC suspensions at a concentration of 0.5 wt%.

a pure MFC; b with addition of 4 wt% PDMQ; and c with

addition of 4 wt% PSMA13Q

Fig. 9 Yield stress by Herschel-Bulkley equation as a function

of polymer concentration for MFC suspensions at 0.5 wt%

concentration with addition of PDMQ (empty symbols) or

PSMA13Q (black symbols)
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connected the rheological characterization under flow

to the structure of the suspension by image analysis. At

rest, the cationic methacrylate polymer PDMQ already

strengthened the gel structure at small concentrations,

possibly due to the increased interfibrillar repulsion by

the positive charge. In contrast, a small amount of

amphiphilic, cationic methacrylate polymer PSMA13Q

weakened the fiber suspension, and as much as 4%

PSMA13Q was needed to increase the gel strength at

rest. The reason for this can be the hydrophobic

segments of the PSMA13Q which formed an aggre-

gated, less flat conformation of the polymer. In

addition, PSMA13Q changed the rheological nature

of the MFC suspension and made the suspension more

fluid-like, whereas cationic PDMQ did not affect to the

gel-like behavior of MFC.

Under flow conditions, MFC suspensions showed

strongly shear-thinning behavior. The flow curves

showed a transition region between two exponentially

shear thinning regions, and this was studied closer

with transparent outer geometry in the rheometer. We

showed that this transition originates from the struc-

tural change in the suspension’s floc structure. Both

polyelectrolytes moved this transition region towards

lower shear rates, but the effect was more pronounced

with PSMA13Q. In addition, PSMA13Q spread the

transition to a wider shear rate range than PDMQ and

the reference MFC suspension.

To obtain apparent yield stress for the suspensions,

we fitted the flow curve data to the Herschel-Bulkley

equation. The equation described the results well, and

the yield stresses were in good accordance with gel

strengths measured in dynamic measurements. It

showed that the cationic PDMQ increased the yield

stress at all studied concentrations but the amphiphilic

PSMA13Q decreased the yield stress at lower con-

centrations. An increase in yield stress was finally seen

with addition of 2 or 4% of PSMA13Q.

Adding a low molecular mass, cationic PDMQ

offers a simple way to turn the surface of MFC fibers

cationic without drastically changing the rheological

characteristics of MFC suspension, hence making it

useful in applications like paper making. Alterna-

tively, adding an amphiphilic copolymer provides the

possibility of modifying the rheological character of

the suspensions to more fluid-like and changing the

flocculation behavior. Our results suggest that tailor-

made copolymers can be used to modify MFC and

make it suitable for various applications.
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